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Abstract

21

22

23

1. Populations that expand their range can undergo rapid evolutionary adaptation of

24

life-history traits, dispersal behaviour, and adaptation to the local environment. Such

25

adaptation may be aided or hindered by sexual reproduction, depending on the con-

26

text.

27

28

2. However, few studies have investigated the genomic causes and consequences or
genetic architecture of such adaptation during range expansions.

29

3. We here studied genomic adaptation during experimental range expansions of the

30

protist Tetrahymena thermophila in landscapes with a uniform environment or a pH-

31

gradient. Specifically, we investigated two aspects of genomic adaptation during

32

range expansion. Firstly, we investigated the genetic architecture of adaptation in

33

terms of the underlying numbers of allele frequency changes from standing genetic

34

variation and de novo variants. We focused on how sexual reproduction may alter

35

this genetic architecture. Secondly, identified genes subject to selection caused by the

36

expanding range itself, and directional selection due to the presence or absence of the

37

pH-gradient. We focused this analysis on alleles with large frequency changes that

38

occurred in parallel in more than one population to identify the most likely candidate

39

targets of selection.

40

4. We found that sexual reproduction altered genetic architecture both in terms of de

41

novo variants and standing genetic variation. However, sexual reproduction affected

42

allele frequency changes in standing genetic variation only in the absence of long-

43

distance gene flow. Adaptation to the range expansion affected genes involved in

44

cell divisions and DNA repair, whereas adaptation to the pH-gradient additionally

45

affected genes involved in ion balance, and oxidoreductase reactions. These genetic

46

changes may result from selection on growth and adaptation to low pH.

47

5. Our results suggest that the evolution of life-history and the adaptation to the local

48

environment has a genetic basis during our range expansion experiment. In the ab-

49

sence of gene flow, sexual reproduction may have aided genetic adaptation. Gene

50

flow may have swamped expanding populations with maladapted alleles, thus re-
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51

ducing the extent of evolutionary adaptation during range expansion. Sexual repro-

52

duction also altered the genetic architecture of our evolving populations via de novo

53

variants, possibly by purging deleterious mutations or by revealing fitness benefits of

54

rare genetic variants.
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55

Introduction

56

Range expansions and biological invasions are increasingly common in many species. They

57

often result from anthropogenic disturbances or species introductions (Parmesan et al., 1999;

58

Kowarik, 2003; Chen et al., 2011). Because range expansions can have dramatic consequences

59

on species distributions and ecosystems (see for example Grosholz, 2002; Phillips et al., 2009),

60

it is important to understand their ecological and evolutionary consequences. Theory predicts

61

that expanding populations can undergo adaptation through two major mechanisms. Firstly,

62

spatial sorting of individuals during range expansions is expected to lead to increased dispersal

63

behaviour at the range edge (Shine et al., 2011; Phillips and Perkins, 2019). Secondly, natu-

64

ral selection at the low population density range edge is expected to lead to selection for an

65

r-selected life-history strategy (Phillips, 2009; Burton et al., 2010; Phillips et al., 2010). Recent

66

studies have demonstrated that expanding populations can indeed rapidly evolve their dispersal

67

behaviour (Brown et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2016; Ochocki and Miller, 2017) and life-history

68

strategy (Phillips, 2009; Fronhofer and Altermatt, 2015). Additionally, they can evolve specific

69

adaptations to local abiotic conditions, such as temperature and novel food sources (Van Pe-

70

tegem et al., 2016; Szűcs et al., 2017). Because selection pressures during range expansion

71

can be strong, populations at a range edge may adapt quickly (Sakai et al., 2001). However,

72

evolution during range expansion does not necessarily affect both dispersal behaviour and life-

73

history traits, especially when these traits trade-off with each other (Burton et al., 2010; Clarke

74

et al., 2019).

75

A population’s potential to adapt evolutionarily may be constrained if the adapting traits

76

have a complex genetic architecture (Mackay, 2001; Hansen, 2006). Such an architecture

77

may exist for traits such as growth rate, dispersal behaviour, and adaptation (Stearns, 2000;

78

Hansen, 2006; Saastamoinen et al., 2018). Multiple traits with a complex genetic architecture

79

can further reduce evolutionary potential. One important mechanism that can help overcome

80

evolutionary constraints imposed by genetic architecture is the reshuffling of existing genetic

81

variation through sexual reproduction (Bell, 1982; Maynard-Smith, 1978; Otto and Lenormand,

82

2002). This benefit of sexual reproduction has been demonstrated repeatedly (Colegrave, 2002;

83

McDonald et al., 2016; Luijckx et al., 2017; Petkovic and Colegrave, 2019), and is especially
4
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84

pronounced in the presence of high genetic diversity (Lachapelle and Bell, 2012). Increased ge-

85

netic variation or an influx of locally adapted genes can also increase the success of invasions

86

and range expansions (Schmeller et al., 2005; Lavergne and Molofsky, 2007; Currat et al.,

87

2008). However, sexual reproduction during range expansions can also hinder adaptation, for

88

example in the process of ”gene swamping”. Gene swamping occurs when populations expand

89

their range against an environmental gradient, and when genes ill-adapted to the range edge

90

flow from a high-density core population to a low-density population at the range edge. In

91

asexual populations, such maladapted individuals may simply disappear, as they fail to survive.

92

In contrast sexual populations may experience a general decline in fitness, when enough indi-

93

viduals move to the range core, so that all offspring descend from maladapted individuals. Ac-

94

cording to the gene swamping hypothesis, gene flow can decelerate adaptation of a population

95

at the range edge (Haldane and Ford, 1956; Garcı́a-Ramos and Kirkpatrick, 1997; Kirkpatrick

96

and Barton, 1997; Polechová and Barton, 2015; Polechová, 2018), as recently demonstrated

97

both in an experimental study (Moerman et al., 2020b) and a field study (Bachmann et al.,

98

2020).

99

However, little is known of the genetic mechanisms behind range expansions. With few ex-

100

ceptions (Bosshard et al., 2020), studies on the evolutionary genetics of range expansions have

101

focused on genetic population structure and diversity (see for example Swaegers et al., 2013;

102

Bors et al., 2019). This work has demonstrated that, first, populations at the range edge typi-

103

cally harbour less genetic variation than the core populations (Excoffier et al., 2009). Second,

104

genetic drift can strongly affect populations at a range edge, which can lead to ”allele surfing”,

105

the increase in frequency and potential fixation of neutral or maladaptive variants at a range

106

edge (Klopfstein et al., 2006; Excoffier et al., 2009). Both these mechanisms can constrain the

107

adaptive potential at a range edge. Despite such work, the genetic basis of phenotypic evolu-

108

tion during range expansions remains poorly understood. For example, we know little about

109

the kinds of genes that are involved in phenotypic evolution during range expansion. We know

110

even less about how gene swamping may alter the genetic architecture of adaptation during

111

range expansion.

112

We here studied the population genomics of previously published range expansion exper-
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113

iment with the protist Tetrahymena thermophila (Moerman et al., 2020b). In this experiment,

114

we had experimentally investigated the gene swamping hypothesis, by assessing how sexual

115

reproduction and gene flow affected evolution during range expansion either into a uniform en-

116

vironment or into a pH-gradient. We chose a pH-gradient for this experiment for two reasons.

117

Firstly, pH is an important environmental stressor linked to ocean acidification (Caldeira and

118

Wickett, 2003; Raven et al., 2005; Zeebe et al., 2008). Secondly, pH can easily be manipu-

119

lated experimentally. The experiment showed that sexual reproduction aided adaptation during

120

range expansion, but only in the absence of gene flow. We here performed whole genome

121

sequencing of pooled T. thermophila populations from this experiment. We identified the pop-

122

ulations with the strongest phenotypic changes, pooled individuals from these populations, and

123

sequenced the genomic DNA of the resulting pools. We then investigated how genetic archi-

124

tecture, in terms of genetic changes from standing variation and from de novo variants, was

125

affected by sexual reproduction, gene flow, and a pH-gradient. Genetic architecture describes

126

the genetic effects that affect a phenotypic character and can include allelic changes and muta-

127

tions, pleiotropy, dominance and epistatic interactions (Hansen, 2006). We focus in this study

128

on allelic changes from standing variation and de novo variants. We predicted that the amount

129

of genetic change reflects the amount of phenotypic change, and that sexual reproduction could

130

facilitate genetic change by bringing together adaptive variants, but only in the absence of gene

131

swamping. Furthermore, we identified genes involved in adaptation to the range expansion

132

itself and to the pH-gradient, focusing on selective sweeps of large effect alleles that occurred

133

in parallel in multiple populations. Here we predicted that adaptation during range expansion

134

may act on life-history traits or dispersal behaviour, whereas adaptation to the pH-gradient

135

may act predominantly on the ability to cope with acidity, either through ion maintenance or

136

cell membrane function.
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137

Material and methods

138

Study organism and experimental evolution

139

Tetrahymena thermophila is a freshwater ciliate commonly used in ecological and evolutionary

140

experiments (Collins, 2012; Altermatt et al., 2015; Cairns et al., 2020; Moerman et al., 2020b),

141

including in studies of range expansions (Giometto et al., 2014; Fronhofer and Altermatt, 2015;

142

Giometto et al., 2017). Tetrahymena is characterized by nuclear dualism. That is, cells carry a

143

polyploid (n=45) macronucleus and a diploid micronucleus (Lynn and Doerder, 2012). Tetrahy-

144

mena usually reproduces asexually, but can be induced to reproduce sexually through starvation

145

(Cassidy-Hanley, 2012). During asexual reproduction, both nuclei are copied, but the chromo-

146

some copies of the macronucleus are partitioned randomly among daughter cells (Ruehle et al.,

147

2016). We used ancestral and evolved Tetrahymena populations from a range expansion exper-

148

iment by Moerman et al. (2020b) to investigate the genomic basis of adaptation during range

149

expansions. We explain the most pertinent details of this experiment here and refer the reader

150

for other details to Moerman et al. (2020b).

151

Briefly, in this experiment, we mixed four phenotypically divergent (Moerman et al., 2020a)

152

clonal strains of T. thermophila to create a genetically diverse ancestral population. For details

153

on strain identities and the mixing of the ancestral population, see section S1.1 in the Sup-

154

plementary Material. Subsequently, we allowed 40 replicates of this ancestral population to

155

expand their range for ten weeks (250 generations). We kept all stock cultures and populations

156

during experimental evolution in a climate room at 20 °C.

157

During experimental range expansion, we used an established system of two-patch land-

158

scapes (Fronhofer and Altermatt, 2015) to emulate an expanding range edge. These two-patch

159

landscapes consist of two Sartedt tubes (25 mL) that contain 15 mL of modified Neff medium

160

(Cassidy-Hanley, 2012), and are connected by an eight cm silicone tube. A plastic clamp is

161

used to close this tube. When open, the tube allows cells to actively disperse between the two

162

patches (see figure 1). To emulate the range core, we maintained the ancestor clones in separate

163

glass tubes, in which they experienced continuously high population densities and slow divi-

164

sion rates. These conditions experienced by the ”range core” populations are identical to the

7
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165

conditions experienced by these clones while being maintained in the laboratory. We initiated

166

the experiment by inoculating one patch of the two-patch landscape (the ”home patch”) with

167

200 µL of the ancestral population. During range expansion, we controlled three factors. Firstly,

168

we controlled the abiotic environment, where populations either experienced a ”uniform” en-

169

vironment, with a pH equal to 6.5, or a ”pH-gradient” environment, where the pH gradually

170

decreased from 6.5 of 4.0 during range expansion, to emulate an environmental pH-gradient.

171

We determined this pH range as the pH of fresh Neff-medium (pH 6.5), and the lowest pH al-

172

lowing cells to grow (pH 4.0). Secondly, we controlled the reproductive mode, with ”asexual”

173

populations experiencing only asexual reproduction during the experiment, whereas ”sexual”

174

populations also reproduced mainly asexually, but experienced four sexual reproduction events

175

during the experiment. Lastly, we controlled long-distance gene flow from the range core to

176

the edge, where either long distance gene flow was ”absent”, meaning we didn’t impose long-

177

distance gene flow, or gene flow was ”present”, meaning that we imposed four long-distance

178

gene flow events, by replacing part of the population at the range edge with individuals from

179

the range core. Altogether, our experiment thus used eight treatments. For each treatment, we

180

evolved five replicate populations, resulting in a total of 40 populations.
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Figure 1: Two-patch landscapes. i.1: Two-patch landscapes consist of connected tubes. i.2:
To initiate dispersal, the connection is opened for one hour, allowing cells to actively swim
from the home patch to the target patch. i.3: If we found no cells in the target patch, dispersal
was deemed unsuccessful. i.4: If we did detect cells in the target patch, dispersal was deemed
successful.

181

We then subjected the populations to ten weeks of experimental evolution, during which we

182

repeated the same cyclical procedure every 14 days. Specifically, we subjected each population

183

to three dispersal events, which took place on days 1, 3 and 5 of the 14-day cycle. After the third

184

dispersal event, we subjected populations of the appropriate treatment groups to a long-distance

185

gene flow and/or sexual reproduction event on day 8. Lastly, we subjected the populations to

186

two additional dispersal events on days 10 and 12. Consequently, our experiment included

187

four distinct gene flow and sexual reproduction events, in week two, four, six and eight of

188

the experiment. Over the entire experiment, population densities remained high (104 − 106

189

individuals). During the dispersal events, between 1 % and 20 % of our populations typically

190

dispersed, such that dispersal never led to extreme bottlenecks. Therefore, genetic drift is likely

191

negligible on the timescale of this experiment (Hartl and Clark, 2006). In consequence, genetic

192

changes are likely due to adaptive evolution, or hitchhiking. For a detailed description and a

193

visual representation of the experimental design, see the Supplementary Material sections S1.3

194

and S1.4.
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195

Common garden and growth assessment

196

After a common garden phase of 18 generations to reduce epigenetic and maternal effects, we

197

assessed the fitness change of the evolved populations compared to the ancestral population.

198

To do so, we performed growth assays for the evolved and ancestral populations under multiple

199

pH-values (pH 6.5, 6.0, 5.5, 5.0, 4.5, 4.0, 3.5 and 3.0). We then fit a Beverton-Holt population

200

growth model (Beverton and Holt, 1993) to infer the intrinsic population growth rate r0 (see

201

Supplementary Material section S1.5). We then calculated the change in fitness that occurred

202

in each evolved population as the change in the population’s intrinsic growth rate r0 relative to

203

the ancestral population. More specifically, we calculated the log-ratio response as

ln(
204

r0 , e
),
r0 , a

(1)

where r0 , e and r0 , a are the intrinsic population growth rate of the evolved population and

205

the ancestral population, respectively.

206

Sequencing and identification of variants

207

To identify candidate loci for genetic adaptation, we performed population level sequencing

208

(”PoolSeq”; Schlötterer et al., 2014).

209

We only wished to sequence the macronuclear DNA, because only the expressed macronu-

210

clear DNA affects the phenotype. We thus first separated macronuclei from micronuclei. Fol-

211

lowing nuclear separation, we extracted DNA from each population. To obtain statistically

212

sound results the recommended sequencing depth for whole genome population resequencing

213

is between 50X and 200X (Schlötterer et al., 2014; Kofler and Schlötterer, 2014). Because of

214

the large genome size of T. thermophila (105 Mb; Eisen et al., 2006), it was only possible to

215

sequence a limited number of populations at this depth. We therefore selected two populations

216

for genomic sequencing from each treatment group, based on the fitness change these popula-

217

tions experienced. That is, we sequenced the populations with the largest increase in fitness,

218

because they were the most likely candidates to show adaptive genetic changes. In this way,

219

we obtained sequencing data for 16 (=2 × 8 treatments) populations. Next, we mapped the

10
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220

obtained sequences to the T. thermophila reference genome, and performed variant calling to

221

identify genetic variants. In analyzing the resulting data, we studied standing genetic varia-

222

tion and its allele frequency change, as well as variants that had occurred de novo. In the next

223

sections, we describe each of these steps in detail.

224

Nuclear separation and DNA extraction

225

We separated macronuclei and micronuclei of the ancestral clones and of all 34 surviving

226

evolved populations using a differential centrifugation protocol adapted from Sweet and Allis

227

(2006, see Supplementary Material section S2 for details). We obtained for every population

228

three pellets containing macronuclei (pellet P1, P2 and P3). We extracted DNA from each of

229

the pellets using a Qiagen® DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Cat No./ID: 69506), following the

230

manufacturer’s protocol (see https://www.qiagen.com/us/resources/resourcedetail?

231

id=63e22fd7-6eed-4bcb-8097-7ec77bcd4de6&lang=en). After DNA extraction, we de-

232

termined the quality and quantity of the DNA using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (model

233

ND-1000) and selected for each population the pellet with the highest quality (see Supple-

234

mentary Material section S3). We stored DNA samples in a −80 °C freezer until sequencing.

235

Library preparation and sequencing was performed by the Functional Genomics Center Zürich,

236

which prepared 2×150 bp paired-end libraries and sequenced them using the Illumina Novaseq

237

6000 platform. We aimed to obtain population level DNA-sequences at approximately 100x

238

genome coverage (see Supplementary Material section S4.2 for coverage statistics).

239

Bioinformatic pipeline

240

We trimmed the reads of all fastq files using Trimmomatic version 0.39 (Bolger et al., 2014)

241

to remove Illumina adapter sequences (ILLUMINACLIP option) and low quality segments

242

(SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15). Additionally, we removed any reads falling below a length of 36

243

bp (MINLEN:36). After trimming, we mapped the reads for each of the 20 populations to

244

the Tetrahymena thermophila macronuclear reference genome (Eisen et al., 2006) using the

245

Burrows-Wheeler aligner (Li and Durbin, 2009) version 0.7.17-r1188. On average, 97.7%

246

of the reads aligned to the reference genome (see Supplementary Material section S4.1 for
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247

mapping rates of all populations).

248

We then called genetic variants using the BCFtools multiallelic caller (Danecek et al., 2016).

249

We first called variants to identify sites where the four ancestral and 16 evolved populations

250

differed from the reference genome, and stored the resulting allele counts.

251

We mapped all variants to genes using bedtools (v2.27.1; Quinlan and Hall, 2010). To this

252

end, we first obtained the genome annotation file from the T. thermophila reference genome

253

(Eisen et al., 2006), and filtered this file to only keep entries corresponding to protein-coding

254

genes. We then used the intersect function in bedtools to map the variants to the gene entries.

255

Quantifying allele frequencies

256

To detect changes in allele frequencies, we first calculated the frequency of each allele present

257

in the ancestral population (expected allele frequency). Because we had sequenced the ancestor

258

clones individually, we started by identifying all positions along the genome where at least

259

one of the ancestral clones differed from the reference genome. We then calculated for these

260

positions the allele frequency in the ancestral population (see Supplementary Material section

261

S5). Subsequently, we filtered these positions to exclude positions with low sequencing quality

262

(see Supplementary Material section S6.1 for details). We then calculated the allele frequencies

263

for the 16 evolved populations at all positions along the genome that had not been eliminated by

264

filtering. For each of the evolved populations, this resulted in a list of positions where genetic

265

variation had initially been present in the ancestral population, and where allele frequency

266

changes were therefore possible.

267

Identifying de novo variants

268

To detect de novo variants, we kept only those variants that differed from the reference genome

269

in an evolved population, but not so in any of the four ancestral clones. We then removed any

270

positions with low sequencing quality (see Supplementary Material section S6.2 for details).
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271

Statistical analyses

272

We performed statistical analyses, unless otherwise specified, using the R statistical language

273

version 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020).

274

Analyzing fitness changes

275

We applied the fitness assay described in Moerman et al. (2020b) to the populations included in

276

the genomic analysis. Briefly, we determined the change in the intrinsic population growth rate

277

r0 of each evolved population relative to the ancestral population in the pH conditions experi-

278

enced during range expansion (pH 6.5 for populations expanding into a uniform environment,

279

and pH 4.0 for populations expanding into a pH-gradient). For details, see section S11 in the

280

Supplementary Material.

281

Quantifying frequency changes in standing genetic variation.

282

We determined for all polymorphic sites in the ancestral population if the alleles at the site

283

had experienced a significant change in frequency. To do so, we performed a binomial test

284

comparing the number of reference and non-reference reads in evolved populations with the

285

expected allele frequency of the ancestral population. Because we aimed at identifying the

286

most likely candidates of selection, we used a p-value of 0.001 in this test, to which we applied

287

a Bonferroni correction to avoid falsely detecting allele frequency changes due to multiple

288

testing. We therefore considered only variants with a p-value smaller than 10−10 as significantly

289

different from the expectation. Such a stringent cut-off implies a low false positive rate is low,

290

but it also implies that we may miss some alleles whose frequency changed due to selection

291

(Kofler and Schlötterer, 2014).

292

In a preliminary analysis of standing genetic variation, we observed that the ancestor clone

293

SB3539 showed a number of anomalies that made its exclusion from further analysis desirable.

294

First, this clone contained approximately 30 times more non-reference alleles than the other

295

ancestral clones and than each of the evolved populations (Table S7). Second, clone SB3539

296

deviated strongly in its transition/transversion ratio (clone SB3539: 0.9344; other populations

297

0.6544—0.7611; Table S7). Furthermore, selection acted very strongly against this clone as
13
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298

a whole, as evidenced by post-evolution allele frequencies that were dramatically different

299

from those in all other populations (Fig. S4). Relatedly, all evolved populations showed an

300

extremely high number of variants (approx. 1.1 × 104 ) that changed in their frequency by

301

approximately 0.25, a value that corresponds closely to the initial frequency of clone SB3539

302

(27% of the ancestral population; Table S1). To avoid potential confounding effects due to

303

this clonal selection, we limited our analyses to those alleles whose frequency changed by an

304

amount that is larger than could possibly be caused by selection against this clone. Specifically,

305

we only analyzed alleles whose frequency changed by a value of 0.3 or higher (rounded up

306

from 0.27, the starting frequency of clone SB3539).

307

Next, we assessed if the number of alleles whose frequency changed significantly was af-

308

fected by reproductive mode, gene flow, and the pH-gradient. To do so, we counted for every

309

evolved population the number of variants that significantly changed in frequency. In this

310

analysis, we applied various cut-offs (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8) for the magnitude of the

311

allele frequency change, i.e., the minimum absolute difference between the expected and the

312

observed allele frequency, required for variants to be included. We fit a Bayesian generalized

313

linear mixed model with a Poisson distribution to the resulting data, using the “Rstan” and

314

“statistical rethinking” packages (Stan Development Team, 2020; McElreath, 2015). We cre-

315

ated a model in which reproduction, gene flow, abiotic conditions and the cut-off value are all

316

allowed to interact as fixed effects, and used the identity of each replicate evolved population

317

as a random effect. We report posterior distributions (means and 95 % confidence intervals) for

318

the parameter estimates. Additionally, we plotted the population’s fitness change against the

319

number of alleles that changed significantly in frequency. We calculated the Pearson correla-

320

tion between the two metrics (paired sample correlation test), and did so for different cut-off

321

values of the magnitude of allele frequency change.

322

Quantifying de novo variants

323

To assess how reproductive mode, gene flow, and the pH-gradient affect the evolutionary dy-

324

namics of de novo variants in our populations, we counted the number of novel variants in each

325

of the evolved populations. To this end, we used eight cut-off values of increasing allele fre-
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326

quencies, ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. For each of these values we counted the number of de novo

327

variants that had reached an allele frequency larger than the cut-off. We then fit a Bayesian

328

linear mixed model with Rstan and the statistical rethinking package (Stan Development Team,

329

2020; McElreath, 2015) using reproduction, gene flow, presence of a pH-gradient, and cut-off

330

as fixed effects, and replicate population as a random effect. We report posterior distributions

331

(means and 95 % confidence intervals) for the parameter estimates.

332

General adaptations during range expansion

333

To identify allele frequency changes due to general adaptation — they were subject to selection

334

regardless of reproductive mode, gene flow, or the pH-gradient — we focused on alleles whose

335

frequency increased or decreased consistently across all or most populations. Specifically,

336

we identified allelic variants that were present in the ancestral population, that changed their

337

frequency not merely as a result of the global selection we observed against clone SB3539 (i.e.,

338

they changed their frequency by more than 0.3), and that changed significantly in frequency (p-

339

value<10−10 ). Among the remaining alleles, we then considered only those whose frequency

340

changed in the same direction for 75% (12/16) of all evolved populations. We call the resulting

341

dataset the ”general adaptation dataset”.

342

Gradient-specific adaptations: Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test

343

To identify directional allelic changes due to the presence/absence of the pH-gradient, we per-

344

formed a Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test (PoPoolation2-package; Kofler et al., 2011). This test

345

compares pairs of populations and it can identify genomic loci that show consistently differ-

346

ent allele frequencies. To account for the effect of reproduction and gene flow, we always

347

compared pairs of populations with the same reproduction or gene flow treatment. For exam-

348

ple, we compared an asexual population without gene flow expanding into a pH-gradient with

349

another asexual population without gene flow but expanding into a uniform environment (see

350

Supplementary Material section S8.1). With this approach, we aimed at detecting loci that dis-

351

play consistent differences between populations expanding into a pH-gradient and populations

352

expanding into a uniform environment, independent of gene flow and reproductive mode. To
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353

account for multiple testing, we applied a Bonferroni correction (Bland and Altman, 1995). Be-

354

cause our genomes harboured approximately 105 genetically variable positions, and we wished

355

to use a conservative p-value of 0.001, we only classified positions with a p-value smaller than

356

10−8 as significant. We refer to this dataset as the ”gradient-specific adaptation” dataset. We

357

again focused on alleles within protein-coding genes and examined the functional annotations

358

of these genes.

359

Gene ontology enrichment

360

To assess whether allele frequency changes occur in genes associated with specific functions,

361

we performed a gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis using GOWINDA (version 1.12;

362

Kofler and Schlötterer, 2012). This analysis identifies terms describing the molecular or bio-

363

logical function and cellular component associated with each gene, and then assesses which

364

of such terms are over-represented in a dataset. We first queried the Uniprot Knowledgebase

365

to obtain all entries associated with the T. thermophila reference genome (TaxID: 312017).

366

This resulted in a list of genes encoded in the Tetrahymena genome together with GO-terms

367

associated with each gene. We then performed a GOWINDA analysis using this dataset as a

368

reference database, to identify which gene ontology terms were significantly enriched. We per-

369

formed this analysis for two sets of genes, the genes associated with general adaptations and

370

the genes associated with gradient-specific adaptations.

371

For both analyses, we kept only those GO-terms with an FDR (false discovery rate) value

372

below 0.05, following a Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

373

Next, we grouped the enriched GO-terms into 13 categories of cellular mechanisms (see Sup-

374

plementary Material table S15). We then compared the proportion of all GO-terms associated

375

with the 13 categories between general adaptation genes and gradient-specific genes, using a

376

χ 2 -test. Finally, we performed a post-hoc test to assess which categories are differently en-

377

riched in the gradient-specific genes and the general adaptation genes (Ebbert, 2019).
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378

Results and discussion

379

Genetic architecture of adaptation.

380

By reshuffling genetic variation, sexual reproduction can have important consequences for

381

adaptive evolution (Maynard-Smith, 1978; Bell, 1982; Otto, 2009). This reshuffling of ge-

382

netic variation may affect both existing variation and new variants. To investigate how gene

383

swamping may affect the genetic architecture during range expansions, we here assessed how

384

sexual reproduction altered phenotypic change and genetic change through standing variation

385

and de novo variants, in landscapes with/without a pH-gradient and in presence/absence of gene

386

flow.

387

Gene swamping affects fitness change.

388

We repeated the analysis described in Moerman et al. (2020b) using only those 16 populations

389

that we included in the genetic analysis, to ensure that the results remain unchanged.

390

We observed a positive change in fitness for all populations included in the genetic anal-

391

ysis (Figure 2). The fitness increase was stronger for populations that expanded into a pH-

392

gradient (panels B and D in Figure 2) than for populations that expanded into a uniform en-

393

vironment (Figure 2 panels A and C; χ 2 1,16 =299.16, p<0.001). In both environments (pH-

394

gradient/uniform), the presence of gene flow had a positive effect on fitness (χ 2 1,16 =8.09,

395

p=0.016), as did sexual reproduction (χ 2 1,16 =6.44, p=0.027). However, there was a signif-

396

icant interaction between sexual reproduction and the presence of gene flow (χ 2 1,16 =14.36,

397

p=0.003), suggesting that sexual reproduction only provided benefits if gene flow was absent.

398

The results are congruent with those described in Moerman et al. (2020b).
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Figure 2: Gene swamping affects fitness changes during range expansion. Fitness change
expressed as the log-ratio change in intrinsic population growth rate, calculated as the ratio of
the logarithm (base 2) of the intrinsic population growth rate (r0 ) of an evolved population and
the intrinsic population growth rate (r0 ) of the ancestral population. Circles represent data for
individual populations. Black lines and shaded areas represent mean predictions and 95% confidence intervals of the best model. Colours represent mode of reproduction (yellow=asexual,
blue=sexual). Left subplots (panels A and C) show data and model predictions for populations
expanding into a uniform environment, right subplots (panels B and D) for populations expanding into a pH-gradient. Upper subplots (panels A and B) show data and model predictions
for populations where gene flow is absent, and lower subplots (panel C and D) for populations
where gene flow is present. Adapted from Moerman et al. (2020b).

399

Frequencies of de novo variants change most strongly in sexually reproducing popula-

400

tions.

401

In a second analysis, we investigated the presence of de novo variants that rose to detectable al-

402

lele frequencies. We found a total of 27,766 de novo variants across all 16 evolved populations.
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403

They reached frequencies between 10% and 100%. Only 0.02% of these de novo variants went

404

to fixation. We found that 31.73 % of de novo variants occurred in protein-coding genes. Given

405

that 47.87 % of the Tetrahymena genome is protein-coding (Eisen et al., 2006), de novo vari-

406

ants are less likely to occur in protein coding regions than expected by chance (exact binomial

407

test, p <0.001). Any one non-coding de novo variants may have hitch-hiked to high allele fre-

408

quency due to its physical proximity to an adaptive coding variant (Charlesworth et al., 2000).

409

Alternatively, it may itself have been subject to positive selection, for example by altering DNA

410

binding sites of transcription factors and thus gene regulation in a beneficial way (Latchman,

411

1997; Spitz and Furlong, 2012). Most (82.30%) de novo variants were indels. Significantly

412

fewer indels (29.14%) than SNPs (46.36%) occurred in protein-coding regions (Pearson Chi-

413

squared test: χ 2 1 =130.89; p <0.001). Only de novo indels but not SNPs were less likely to

414

occur in protein-coding regions than expected by chance (indels: 29.14%; p <0.001; SNPs;

415

46.36%, p=0.066, exact binomial test). These observations are consistent with the notion that

416

indels inside protein-coding regions are more likely to be deleterious than SNPs, because they

417

are more likely to disrupt open reading frames.

418

We then studied the role of reproductive mode, gene flow, and the pH-gradient as explana-

419

tory variables for the number of de novo variants (response variable). We detected similar

420

numbers of de novo variants in populations expanding into a uniform environment (Figure 3,

421

panels A and C) and into a pH-gradient (Figure 3, panel B and D). We observed more variants in

422

sexually reproducing populations (Figure 3, blue lines and circles) than in asexual populations

423

(Figure 3, yellow lines and circles), but only at low values for the cut-off (Reproduction×Cut-

424

off). See Supplementary Material section S13 for full posterior distributions.

425

Because most new mutations are neutral or deleterious (Loewe and Hill, 2010), the accu-

426

mulation of mutations in a population often leads to a decrease in fitness. Sexual reproduction

427

can help avert this decrease by purging deleterious mutations and separating them from rare

428

beneficial mutations (Muller, 1932; Maynard-Smith, 1978; Peck, 1994; Fisher, 2000; Johnson

429

and Barton, 2002; McDonald et al., 2016). This may explain why more de novo variants rose to

430

detectable allele frequency in sexually reproducing populations. Because the chromosomes of

431

the polyploid macronucleus are partitioned randomly among the offspring of asexually repro-
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432

ducing T. thermophila, different offspring of the same individual may vary in the copy numbers

433

of specific variants (Ruehle et al., 2016). Therefore, in asexual T. thermophila populations,

434

selection likely acts against individuals carrying deleterious variants at a high copy number.

435

In contrast, sexual recombination may reduce this mutational load by separating maladaptive

436

mutations from neutral or beneficial mutations (Maynard-Smith, 1978). Given the large num-

437

ber of variants we identified, an alternative explanation could be that some genetic variants we

438

had classified as de novo were actually present at the start of our experiment, but at an unde-

439

tectably low frequency. As discussed in Hansen (2006), some such variants may be beneficial,

440

but these benefits may be hidden, for example if a variant co-occurs with a deleterious variant

441

that offsets its advantage. Such benefits can be revealed by sexual reproduction. Therefore,

442

some initially very rare variants may have risen to high frequency in our populations following

443

sexual reproduction.

Figure 3: De novo variants increase to higher frequency in sexual populations. The figure shows the number of novel variants for the evolved populations expanding into a uniform
environment (panels A and C) or into a pH-gradient (panel B and D). The x-axis shows the
cut-off value in minimum allele frequency. The y-axis shows the number of de novo variants
whose frequency is above a given cut-off. Circles represent the data, with thin lines connecting
data from the same replicate population. The thicker opaque lines and shaded areas show the
predicted means and 95% confidence intervals for the best model. Colours represent the mode
of reproduction.
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444

Reproduction alters allele frequency change when gene flow is absent.

445

Next, we assessed how reproductive mode, gene flow and the presence of a pH-gradient af-

446

fected standing genetic variation in our evolving populations. After correcting for multiple

447

testing and clonal selection on one of our ancestral clones (see Methods, ”Statistical analy-

448

ses”), we observed significant allele frequency changes in 13,278 alleles. Only 29.39% of

449

alleles occurred in protein-coding regions of the genome. The percentage of macronuclear

450

DNA predicted to occur in protein-coding genes of T. thermophila equals 47.78% (Eisen et al.,

451

2006). This means that we observed significantly fewer allele frequency changes in protein-

452

coding genes than expected by chance alone (exact binomial test: p <0.001). The abundance

453

of non-coding alleles with significant frequency changes is consistent with the possibility that

454

gene regulatory changes are important for evolutionary adaptation in our populations. Alter-

455

natively, non-coding variants may frequently hitch-hike to high frequency with protein coding

456

variants. More than half (57.1%) of all alleles were indels as opposed to single nucleotide poly-

457

morphisms (42.9%). More indels and SNPs than expected by chance occurred in non-coding

458

regions (exact binomial test; p <0.001 for both). However, there were significantly more SNPs

459

(34.61%) than indels (25.46%; Pearson Chi-squared test: χ 2 1 =130.89; p <0.001) in protein-

460

coding regions of the genome, consistent with the expectation that indels are likely to be more

461

deleterious than SNPs.

462

We then fit a Bayesian generalized linear mixed model that included the mode of reproduc-

463

tion, gene flow, and abiotic conditions as explanatory variables, the number of alleles which

464

changed in frequency as the response variable, and the identity of the evolved population as a

465

random effect.
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Figure 4: Reproduction alters genetic changes in standing genetic variation when gene
flow is absent. Number of alleles that changed significantly in frequency during range expansion into a uniform environment (panel A and C) or into a pH-gradient (panel B and D). The
x-axis shows the cut-off value in the magnitude of allele frequency. The y-axis shows the number of variants analyzed at each cut-off value. Circles represent allele frequency data, with thin
lines connecting data from the same replicate population. Thick opaque lines show the model
predictions for the best model. Shaded areas show 95%-confidence intervals from the posterior
distribution. Colours represent mode of reproduction (yellow: asexual, blue:sexual).

466

The total number of alleles that changed significantly in frequency was similar for popula-

467

tions expanding into a uniform environment (Figure 4, panels A and C) and into a pH-gradient

468

(Figure 4, panels B and D). However, the effect of reproduction and gene flow differed be-

469

tween these populations. In the absence of gene flow, we observed more genetic changes for

470

populations with a sexual mode of reproduction when populations expanded into a uniform

471

environment (Figure 4, panel A), but fewer genetic changes when populations expanded into

472

a pH-gradient (Figure 4, panel B). When populations experienced gene flow during range ex-

473

pansion (Figure 4, panels C and D), there was no clear difference between asexual and sexual

474

populations. Full posterior distributions can be found in Supplementary Material section S12.1.

475

Next, to investigate whether the amount of genetic change from standing genetic variation

476

can help explain the extent of fitness change, we compared the number of alleles that changed

477

their frequency during evolution with the change in growth rate (fitness) of the evolved popu22
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478

lations. To do so, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between these two metrics

479

(paired sample correlation test). We calculated this Pearson correlation for each cut-off value

480

for the magnitude of allele frequency change that we had used in the previous analysis of ge-

481

netic change from standing variation. We did so separately for populations expanding into

482

uniform conditions and populations expanding into a pH-gradient, as well as for sexual and

483

asexual populations (Figure 5). Thus we calculated the correlation coefficient for four groups

484

containing four evolved populations, combining populations with and without gene flow in a

485

single group.

486

For asexual populations (yellow circles and triangles), he number of alleles changing their

487

frequency and fitness change are not correlated. In contrast, for sexual populations (blue circles

488

and triangles), the number of alleles changing their frequency and the extent of fitness change

489

are correlated, depending on the abiotic conditions. Specifically, for populations expanding

490

into a uniform environment, populations in which more variants changed their frequency also

491

increased their fitness to a greater extent (Figure 5, left panels). In contrast for populations

492

expanding into a pH-gradient, these metrics were not correlated (Figure 5, right panels).
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Figure 5: A positive correlation between fitness change and genetic change when sexual
populations expand into a uniform environment. Statistical association between change in
fitness and the number of allele frequency changes in standing genetic variation, for populations expanding into a uniform environment (panels A, C, E, G, I, and K) and populations
expanding into a pH-gradient (panels B, D, F, H, J, and L). The x-axis shows the number of
standing genetic variants that changed significantly in allele frequency. The y-axis shows the
change in growth rate (fitness) of evolved populations compared to the ancestral population.
Horizontal subplots show the data for different cut-off values used for the minimum change in
allele frequency at the end of evolution for inclusion in the analysis. Each geometric symbol
within a subplot represents a single population, with colour representing reproductive mode
(yellow=asexual, blue=sexual), and shape representing gene flow (circle=gene flow absent,
triangle=gene flow present). Text insets show the Pearson correlation coefficient r and significance p, based on a paired sample correlation test for sexual populations (blue text) and
asexual populations (yellow text). Non-significant correlations are shown in light color (yellow
or blue), whereas significant correlations are shown in dark color. For the most stringent cutoff value (allele frequency change >0.8), we did not calculate the correlation, because several
populations did not harbour any variants that changed so dramatically in allele frequency.

493

To explain why, in the absence of gene flow, sexual reproduction resulted in more allele

494

frequency changes for populations expanding into a uniform environment, and fewer such

495

changes for populations expanding into a pH-gradient, we considered the evolutionary his-

496

tory of our populations. Because the conditions a population experiences when expanding into

497

a uniform environment are similar to those experienced by the ancestral population, selection

498

on standing genetic variation may suffice for adaptation. This possibility is supported by the

499

positive correlation between the number of genetic changes and the fitness increase for pop-

500

ulations expanding into a uniform environment (Figure 5). Sexual recombination could help

501

such populations adapt by bringing together adaptive alleles from different ancestor clones

502

(Maynard-Smith, 1978). In contrast, in the pH-gradient (novel environment) new mutations

503

or few variants from standing variation with a strong beneficial fitness effect may have been

504

more important. In asexual populations, the lack of sexual recombination implies that any de

505

novo variant or any initially rare beneficial variant from standing variation cannot be separated

506

from its genetic background. Thus, if a beneficial variant is under strong positive selection,

507

neutral or deleterious alleles that co-occur with it may hitch-hike to high allele frequencies.

508

The importance of hitch-hiking is supported by the observation that in asexual populations, the

509

number of allelic changes does not correlate with fitness (see also Figure S6), suggesting that

510

most allelic changes don’t affect fitness strongly. In both cases, sexual reproduction may have
25
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511

aided adaptation, either by bringing together adaptive variants in the uniform environment, or

512

by separating adaptive mutations from their genetic background in the pH-gradient.

513

When gene flow was present, we observed no clear difference in the number of variants

514

whose frequency changed between asexual and sexual populations. The reason may be the

515

detrimental effect of gene flow on adaptation (Lenormand, 2002). Because our experiment

516

linked gene flow with sexual reproduction, sexual reproduction may have led to the swamping

517

of expanding populations with maladapted alleles (Haldane and Ford, 1956; Garcı́a-Ramos

518

and Kirkpatrick, 1997; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 1997), thus counteracting the adaptive effect

519

of selection prior to sexual reproduction. Specifically, when populations expanded their range

520

in the presence of gene flow, the repeated bouts of sexual reproduction may have reverted

521

the adaptive benefits of previous selection. Therefore, these populations may have undergone

522

adaptation primarily via selection of asexual clones during periods of asexual reproduction

523

between bouts of sexual reproduction.

524

Genes involved in adaptive evolution

525

In our next analysis, we wanted to identify specific classes of genes that may be involved in

526

adaptive evolution. We distinguished between genes involved in general adaptation to condi-

527

tions experienced by all populations, such as the growth medium and the expanding range, and

528

genes that are specifically involved in adaptation to our pH-gradient. For both classes of genes,

529

we here focus on alleles that changed significantly in frequency during evolution, and report an

530

analogous analysis of de novo variants in Supplementary Material section S15.

531

Changes in standing variation associated with general adaptation involve transmembrane

532

proteins and kinase domains.

533

Of all polymorphic genomic loci at which significant allele frequency changes occurred, 242

534

loci fit our general adaptation criterion. Of these 242 loci, 53 occurred in protein-coding re-

535

gions, which fell into 43 different genes (Table S16). Of these 43 genes, 12 encode transmem-

536

brane proteins, four encode kinase domain proteins, three encode cyclic nucleotide-binding

537

domain proteins, three encode zinc-fingers, and two encode cation channel proteins. All other
26
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538

genes either encode uncharacterized proteins (10 out of 43 genes) or fell into unique functional

539

categories (see also Table S16).

540

Gradient-specific changes in allele frequency are associated with ion balance.

541

We found 97,690 genomic positions for which we could quantify differences in allele fre-

542

quencies through a Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test (Methods). After Bonferroni correction, we

543

retained 4,388 positions with significantly different allele frequencies between populations ex-

544

panding into a pH-gradient and populations expanding into a uniform environment. 1,758 of

545

these positions occurred in protein-coding regions, and fell into 636 different genes (Table S17

546

in the Supplementary Material). The largest subset of these genes with a functional annotation

547

(136 genes) encode transmembrane proteins. Other highly represented groups include genes

548

that encode kinase domain proteins (99 genes), cyclic-nucleotide binding domain proteins (39

549

genes), cation channel proteins (18 genes), and zinc-fingers (14 genes). The remaining genes

550

either encode uncharacterized proteins (132 genes) or they fell into functional categories rep-

551

resented by only few genes. Notably, two genes, a gene encoding a cation channel family pro-

552

tein and a gene encoding an oxalate/formate antiporter were involved in both gradient-specific

553

changes in allele frequency and gradient-specific de novo variants (Table S17 and Table S19 in

554

the Supplementary Material).

555

General adaptation preferentially affects genes involved in DNA repair and gene expres-

556

sion.

557

To find out whether genes involved in general adaptation and in gradient-specific adaptation

558

were associated with different functions, we studied the differential enrichment of gene on-

559

tology terms in these two groups of genes, focusing on those gene ontology terms with clear

560

differences between the groups.

561

Among 701 GO-terms associated with the 43 general adaptation genes, 72 terms in 13

562

major categories were significantly enriched after multiple testing correction (Benjamini and

563

Hochberg, 1995; Kofler et al., 2011). Likewise, among 1928 GO-terms associated with 626

564

gradient-specific genes, 693 terms in 13 major categories were significantly enriched.
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565

In Figure 6, the percentage of the 13 major categories is shown for the GO-terms associated

566

with general adaptation (panel A) and gradient-specific adaptation (panel B). In both datasets,

567

we found many enriched GO-terms related to metabolism, but the percentage of GO-terms did

568

not differ significantly between the two datasets. We found only two significantly differentially

569

enriched GO-term categories. The first comprise transcription and translation functions, which

570

were more likely to be associated with genes involved in general adaptation (8.97% of all

571

GO-terms) than with genes involved in gradient-specific adaptation (1.3% of all GO-terms;

572

FDR<0.001). The second comprises mitosis, DNA repair and chromosome division, which

573

were also more likely to be associated with genes involved in general adaptation (16.67% of all

574

GO-terms) than in genes associated with genes gradient-specific adaptation (3.75% of all GO-

575

terms; FDR<0.001). We thus found evidence that genes related to gene expression and genes

576

related to cell division were under selection in all our populations, indicating that changes in

577

such genes may be adaptive at a range edge. These observations are consistent with range

578

expansion theory, which predicts strong selection on population growth rate at a range edge

579

(Burton et al., 2010; Phillips et al., 2010; Shine et al., 2011).

580

Range expansion theory also predicts strong selection for increased dispersal (Burton et al.,

581

2010; Shine et al., 2011). Although dispersal behaviour often has a genetic basis (Saastamoinen

582

et al., 2018), we did not observe selection on genes obviously associated with dispersal in this

583

experiment.

584

Genes involved in gradient-specific adaptation were associated more often with ion bind-

585

ing and transport, as well as with mitochondrial functioning and oxidoreductase reactions (see

586

figure 6). This suggests that genes coding for ion-related functions and mitochondrial-related

587

functions may be adaptive depending on the pH environment. However, these differences were

588

no longer significant after correcting for multiple testing. In general, genetic adaptations re-

589

lated to ion transport and binding may help counter osmotic stress under low pH conditions

590

(Bremer and Krämer, 2019). Oxidoreductases play an important role in the production of reac-

591

tive oxygen species (ROS), which are harmful to cells (Esterházy et al., 2008). Low pH can also

592

contribute to elevated production of ROS (Lambert and Brand, 2004; Lemarie et al., 2011). A

593

previous study found that selection for the capacity to metabolize ROS is an important aspect
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594

of evolution under pH-stress in phytoplankton (Lindberg and Collins, 2020). Consequently,

595

genes associated with mitochondrial functioning and oxidoreductase reactions may help cope

596

with the harmful consequences of ROS.

Figure 6: General and gradient-specific adaptations during range expansion. Partitioning
of all enriched gene ontology terms (i.e. terms describing biological or molecular function of
genes, as well as cellular structure) among 13 major functional categories for genes involved in
general adaptations (panel A) and gradient-specific adaptations (panel B). Colours correspond
to the 13 major GO categories we identified. Numbers in each rectangle represent the number and percentage of genes whose annotation fell in each category. Differentially enriched
categories are displayed as filled rectangles and are boxed in the color legend. The remaining
categories are displayed as open rectangles with a coloured border.

597

Limitations

598

While our experiments identified multiple genomic changes associated with range expansions,

599

our ability to generalize from them is subject to several limitations. The first of them is the

600

strong selection we observed against one ancestral clone. This phenomenon required us to

601

apply stringent criteria to identify genes under selection, and may thus have masked some sig-

602

natures of general adaptation. Specifically, it limited our ability to detect polygenic adaptation

603

of multiple weakly selected variants, and complementary but non-parallel adaptation of differ-

604

ent genes in different populations (Stephan, 2016; Barghi et al., 2020). Future range expansion
29
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605

experiments should be designed with the detection of these adaptation mechanisms in mind.

606

A second limitation is that we could not quantify the fitness effect of individual genetic

607

changes. The reason is that we observed many genetic changes, and that it is difficult to ge-

608

netically engineer T. thermophila to study the effect of any one such change. A different study

609

organism may be needed to overcome this limitation.

610

Thirdly, because T. thermophila has a large genome, we could only sequence pooled sam-

611

ples from a limited number of populations. One consequence is a loss of linkage information

612

for specific variants, which limits our understanding of the role of sexual reproduction. Another

613

consequence is limited replication of sequencing across populations, which reduces our ability

614

to identify signatures of selection based on parallel evolution across populations. The sequenc-

615

ing of more populations or individuals rather than pooled populations remains an important

616

task for future work.

617

Conclusions

618

We showed in this experiment that sexual reproduction can alter both phenotypic evolution and

619

the underlying genetic architecture during range expansions, depending on both the presence of

620

a pH-gradient and the presence of long-distance gene flow. Our findings suggest that sexual re-

621

production may bring together adaptive variants from standing variation when populations ex-

622

pand in a uniform landscape. In addition, sexual reproduction may help separate adaptive from

623

deleterious mutations and unlock the hidden benefits of rare genetic variants when populations

624

expand their range into the novel environment of a pH-gradient. Our previous observation that

625

clonal populations also undergo strong adaptation to a low pH environment in the absence of

626

sexual reproduction (Moerman et al., 2020a) suggests mutations rather than standing variation

627

may play a major role for evolutionary adaptation to the novel pH-gradient environment.

628

Genetic adaptation in our experiment mostly affected life-history traits and the ability to

629

grow in the abiotic environment. Unlike previous experiments, we found no indication for

630

the evolution of dispersal behaviour itself, neither on a genetic level or on a phenotypic level,

631

indicating that in this experiment, the role of natural selection was more important than the role

30
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632

of spatial sorting.
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